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B I O G R A P H Y

Lee Broom designs, manufactures and retails his own label products 
and designs unique interiors.  He is one of the UK’s leading product & 
interior designers.
 
The importance of the manufacturing process is integral to Broom’s 
philosophy. A supporter of British manufacturing techniques, 
Broom works closely with specialist traditional craftsman to create 
contemporary pieces that balance formality with fun and nostalgia 
with modernism.
 
Since 2007 he has released 75 furniture and lighting products which 
he manufactures under his own label as well as creating 20 products 
for other brands. He has also designed over 40 commercial retail, 
restaurant and bar interiors.  He has collaborated with leading brands 
including Christian Louboutin and Mulberry. Lee Broom products 
are sold in over 100 stores in more than 40 countries and the first Lee 
Broom flagship store opened in 2013 in Shoreditch, London.  
 
In 2015 Broom was presented with the Queen’s Award for Enterprise, 
the UK’s highest accolade for business success at Buckingham Palace 
by Her Majesty The Queen. Broom has also won more than 20 awards 
including the prestigious British Designer of the Year Award in 2012 
and he won his fourth award in three consecutive years in the British 
Design Awards for his renowned lighting product, the ‘Crystal Bulb’ 
in 2013.
 
Having started out in theatre school - a beginning which has greatly 
influenced the sense of drama and narrative that his collections create 
- Broom’s career took a change of direction after he won a fashion 
design competition at the age of 17. This led him to meet and then 
go on to work for the legendary designer Vivienne Westwood, after 
which he studied for a degree in fashion design at Central St Martins.
 
His meteoric success has seen him dubbed “the pin up of British 
manufacturing” by The Times.  The Guardian has commented: “Lee 
Broom is to furniture what Marc Jacobs or Tom Ford are to fashion” 
and the Financial Times said “he is among the most respected British 
talents.”
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L I G H T I N G
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C R E S C E N T

A new twist on the classic globe light, Crescent Light is an illuminated 
sphere sliced asymmetrically in half to reveal a crescent-shaped 
brushed brass fascia. At 40cm diameter and containing a high power 
LED bulb, Crescent Light has presence and luminosity, seamlessly 
combining the solid and the opaque.
 
Also available is the  Crescent Table Lamp, nestling the sliced sphere 
on a ring of brushed brass.
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M I N I   C R E S C E N T

A miniature version of the popular Crescent Light, this illuminated 
sphere is sliced asymmetrically in half to reveal a crescent-shaped 
brushed brass fascia. Mini Crescent Light seamlessly combines the 
solid and the opaque.
 
Further options available include the Mini Crescent Chandelier, 
composed of three pendants hung from a single canopy and the Mini 
Crescent Ceiling Light, which allows the shade to be mounted directly 
on the ceiling. Completing the family is Mini Crescent Table Lamp 
and Desk Light.
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O P T I C A L

Op Art graphic patterns are the inspiration for this modern pendant 
light. Made from powder coated spun steel and blown from opaque 
glass, the asymmetry of the black stripes are in contrast to the classic 
spherical shape of the globe. When viewed from all sides, Optical’s 
linear pattern changes at every angle.
 
Optical is also available as a table lamp and floor lamp, placing the 
glass sphere on a ring base and atop a slender rod base respectively to 
create a family of graphic lighting elements.
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F U L C R U M   L I G H T

Continuing the exploration of pivots and supports, Fulcrum Light is 
a slimline and elegant pendant of polished brass or polished chrome 
cylinders suspended around a central sphere. The exposed light bulb 
symetrically mimics the silhouette of the sphere.

Also available as a five piece chandelier with ceiling plate.
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C A R O U S E L

Inspired by the merry-go-round ride of a traditional British fairground, 
Carousel is a pendant light with a heavyweight presence that floats 
gently in space. Cylinders of polished gunmetal, polished brass or 
polished chrome each house an inset LED lighting element resulting 
in a spectacular yet playful ring of light.
 
Carousel is available in 60cm and 120cm versions and is suspended 
from a matching circular ceiling plate by steel suspension wires.
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R I N G

A polished brass sphere, pierced by a dimmable circular fluorescent 
tube to form Ring Light, a pendant that elevates the utilitarian bulb 
to become the decorative focal point of a jewel-like light. Delicately 
formed of three simple shapes, Ring Light is more than the sum of its 
parts and is a striking and elegant fitting.
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O N E   L I G H T   O N L Y

One Light Only (OLO) is a collection of striking pendant lights that draw 
on Lee Broom’s fashion background. Characterised by its gem-like faceted 
exterior, OLO references both Art Deco jewellery and late 1970’s fashion 
photography.
 
OLO is presented in two finishes - matt white and matt gold - producing 
sharp lines and graphic, angled shadows on its surface. A polished gold 
interior ensures a warm glow is emitted on all.
 
OLO is available in two sizes and works equally well in clusters or as a 
standalone piece.
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E T E R N I T Y

Eternity Chandelier incorporates a dazzling array of fairground lights 
surrounding a 24ct gold plated ring which together create a stunning 
halo of light. LED bulbs are set within ‘cabochon’ caps, combining the 
fun and nostalgia of the fairground with the luxurious aesthetic of the 
gold.

This large-scale 150cm diameter chandelier is suspended from a 
polished brass ceiling rose by 3 steel suspension wires.
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C H A M B E R

Housing a sculptural Carrara marble diffuser within a lead crystal 
vessel, Chamber expresses the unexpected translucent qualities of 
marble in a compelling decorative pendant. With its gentle luminosity 
and directional downlight, Chamber is available in two sizes and lends 
itself to being hung in clusters as well as individually. 
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G L O B E

A seemingly solid half-sphere of Carrara marble is topped by a dome of 
lead crystal.  This 40cm diameter table lamp creates a robust presence 
yet emits a beautiful light from a LED bulb set inside the base.  This 
shines through the thin marble top, illuminating the unique patterns 
of the stone and casting an upward glow.
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Old Tom & English, Soho, London. Designed by Lee Broom.



T U B E

Skillfully milled from a single piece of Carrara marble and finished at 
each end with bands of brushed brass, Tube contains a strip of LED 
bulbs resulting in what appears to be a solid length of warm glowing 
stone. The unique veins of each piece of marble mean no two lights are 
exactly the same.  A handcrafted twist on the traditional fluorescent 
tube light.

Also available as a wall mounted light.
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Old Tom & English, Soho, London. Designed by Lee Broom.
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C R Y S T A L   T U B E

Composed of a decoratively patterned length of hand-cut lead crystal 
capped at each end with brushed brass, Crystal Tube contains a slender 
LED light source resulting in a sparkling beam of light. A luxurious 
reimagining of the standard fluorescent tube light, Crystal Tube is 
suspended from both ends by a thin tensile wire allowing it to be hung 
horizontally or at an angle.
 
Also available as a wall mounted light.
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C R Y S T A L   B U L B

Taking inspiration from the delicate craftsmanship of crystal cutting, 
Crystal Bulb combines industrial influences with decorative qualities, 
transforming the everyday light bulb into a beautiful ornamental 
light fitting. Each lead Crystal Bulb is handcrafted using traditional 
techniques and hand cut with a classic crystal pattern inspired by 
traditional whiskey glasses and decanters.
 
The Crystal Bulb - winner of the British Design Award for 2013 - is 
available in a Clear or Frosted finish and the collection includes a 
brushed brass pendant, 24-carat gold plated table lamp and a five-
piece chandelier. The Crystal Bulb features a warm white LED, which 
can be replaced.
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D E C A N T E R L I G H T

Crafted from hand cut lead crystal, Decanterlights are inspired by the 
vintage drinks decanters found in a traditional British drawing room. 
Referencing three classic decanter shapes, the Square, Bell and Tulip 
pendants produce a warm, welcoming glow and refracted light casts 
intricate shadows on surrounding surfaces. A five-piece chandelier 
suspends a selected mix of shades at different heights to create a 
stunning lighting centerpiece.

Decanterlights are also available in a straight cut version, using the 
same decanter vessels with a vertical cut pattern to add a modern twist.
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C H A P E L

Utilising a thousand-year old technique, Chapel Light houses a 
handcrafted stained glass window beneath a black metal dome, casting 
a warm and colourful light. Produced in the traditional way, the lead-
lined stained glass panel is given a modern twist with its geometric 
pattern and bold colourways and a new function as a pendant light 
diffuser. 
 
Available in two different stained glass colourways.
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A C I D   M A R B L E   L A M P

A layer of white Carrara marble and acid yellow tinted glass are 
sandwiched together to form an illuminated circular diffuser for 
the sculptural Acid Marble Table Lamp. Set into a solid black Nero 
Marquina marble base, the veins of the Carrara marble are visible 
through the glass allowing the marble to appear yellow, giving this very 
classic material a playful twist.
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S H A D O W   L A M P

The Shadow Table lamp is a hand made contemporary piece playing 
with the concept of optical illusion with traditional crafted materials. 
Sitting around a brushed brass cylinder, a series of triangular facets run 
vertically around the cylinder with one side in American walnut and 
the other in brushed brass. From one angle the lamp appears to be all 
wood and from the other all brass depending on your view point all of 
which is illuminated under a black shade with a brushed gold metallic 
interior.
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P A R Q U E T R Y   L A M P

Parquetry is a traditional method of fusing wood together to form a 
decorative surface pattern. This handcrafted technique is used in the 
Parquetry Lamp to create a modern day table lamp.

The Parquetry Lamp is a tactile and seamless blend of wood, brass 
and striking blue lacquer. The beauty of this product is not only the 
aesthetic but also in the production using walnut, oak and wenge 
wood.
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T I L E   L A M P

The Tile Lamp, available in two sizes and in blue or white, explores the 
use of traditional glazed tiles on lighting.  The lamp is clad in a classic 
formation giving the impression of an upper surface of a tiled column.

The Tile Lamps use genuine traditional twice-fired ceramic tiles made 
the same way as they have been for 150 years. The moulds are hand 
carved and monogrammed for authenticity and are produced by the 
same factory that produces tiles for the London Underground.
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C A R P E T R Y   P E N D A N T

The Carpetry pendant is inspired by the use of traditional Persian rugs 
within the British home. The carpet in the dome of the pendant light 
is 100% wool and is manufactured on traditional Wilton looms, a 
technique that dates back to early 17th Century and one which only a 
few factories in Britain continue to use.
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C A R P E T R Y   W A L L   L I G H T

A large, spun copper dome lined with a bespoke wool carpet, Carpetry 
Wall Light transfers the tradition of the Persian rug to a new surface.

The carpet design draws inspiration from Persian nain rugs but uses a 
modern colour palette to introduce a contemporary feel to the design. 
The Persian rug has long been part of the British home so closer 
inspection reveals witty references to Britishness such as the Crown 
Jewels hidden within the pattern.
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F U R N I T U R E
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H A N G I N G   H O O P  C H A I R

Suspended by a chain from above, two brass-plated circular steel hoops 
join to create Hanging Hoop Chair, a modern swing chair with an 
iconic outline. 
 
The angled inner hoop supports a padded backrest that is perfectly 
aligned with the hemispherical seat, both of which are upholstered in 
Kvadrat wool.
 
The frame is also available in a satin black finish.
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H O O P   D I N I N G   C H A I R

A single hoop of brass-plated steel forms the backrest of Hoop Dining 
Chair, set on a pedestal base with splayed legs. The angled hoop supports 
a padded backrest that is perfectly aligned with the hemispherical seat, 
both of which are upholstered in Kvadrat wool.
 
The frame is also available in a satin black finish.
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S H A D O W

The Shadow Cabinet, Side Table and Coffee Table are hand made 
contemporary pieces playing with the concept of optical illusion with 
traditional crafted materials. A series of triangular facets run vertically 
down the front of the cabinet with one side in American walnut and 
the other in brushed brass or black inlay. From one angle the Shadow 
pieces appear to be all wood and from the other all brass or black. 

Sitting under a solid 3mm thick piece of brushed brass, the cupboards    
of the Shadow Cabinet are all cleverly disguised within the vertical 
geometry. 

The tops of the Shadow Side Table and Shadow Coffee Table have a 
star shaped pattern-using hand laid walnut veneer marquetry.
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S P L I T   M I R R O R

A precision cut slice, shifted from its original position, reveals an oak 
trimmed section of the black frame on Split Mirror, a modern wall 
mirror with a distinct personality. Split Mirror has been lacquered in a 
satin black finish to compliment the oak trim.
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A L T A R   C H A I R

A three-legged side chair formed from mild steel, the Altar chair plays 
on the idea of balance and simplicity. Finished by hand in a black satin 
finish, the clean lines of this chair are accentuated by the flash of neon 
orange, red or blue in the upholstery of the circular seat.

Also available with a pivotal backrest.
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D R U N K E N

A play on the concept of pivots and supports, The Drunken Side Table 
is a sculptural and monolithic piece of furniture whose tabletop and 
asymmetric base appears to balance on a central sphere. Using mixed 
materials such as polished stainless steel and enamel with its pallet of 
pop art colours in matt and gloss finishes, The Drunken Side Table is a 
playful piece for a post modern world.
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A C I D   M A R B L E

A layer of white carrara marble, black nero marquina marble and acid 
yellow tinted glass are sandwiched together to form these modern, 
sculptural console and coffee tables. The veins of the carrara marble 
top are visible through the glass allowing the marble to appear yellow, 
giving this very classic material a playful twist. The coffee table is 
elegantly balanced on a solid sphere of nero marble.
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S A L O N

Inspired by the curvaceous lines of 1930s upholstery, this contemporary 
six piece collection is accentuated with modern stud detailing 
traditionally used in upholstery to hide elements of the manufacturing 
process. The focus on these faceted metal embellishments are in 
contrast to the soft lines of the upholstery. 

The finished result is a polished and contemporary furniture range 
that echoes the iconic design of luxury fashion accessories and punk 
rock couture. 

The collection features a lounge chair, dining chair, footstool, 
drumseat, two and three seat sofa and is available in gunmetal wool 
with gunmetal studs, feather grey wool with gold studs or in leather in 
white or black with maching studs.
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Q U I L T

Inspired by iconic luggage of the 1950s, Quilt combines mid-20th 
century fashion cues and furniture design influences from the same 
era. The collection comprises a sofa and armchair with a geometric 
patterned back rest and seat base, using a traditional quilting 
technique and contrast stitching.  Contemporary in form, the seating 
is welcoming and comfortable as well as elegant and unique.
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P A R Q U E T R Y

Parquetry is a traditional method of fusing wood together to form a 
decorative surface pattern and the Parquetry Coffee Table creates a 
stunning centerpiece that is incredibly tactile.

Combining a mix of wenge, walnut and oak veneer, the flashes of blue 
lacquer add a modern twist to this age old technique.
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T I L E   C O F F E E   T A B L E

The Tile Coffee Table uses genuine traditional twice-fired ceramic 
tiles made the same way as they have been for 150 years. The moulds 
are hand carved and monogrammed for authenticity and are produced 
by the same factory that produces tiles for the London Underground.
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C A R P E T R Y   S I D E B O A R D

The Carpetry Sideboard is inspired by the use of traditional Persian 
rugs within the British home. The carpet is 100% wool and is woven 
on traditional Wilton looms, a technique dating back to the 17th 
Century. 

The carpet design draws inspiration from Persian nain rugs but uses a 
modern colour palette to introduce a contemporary feel to the design. 
The Persian rug has long been part of the British home so closer 
inspection reveals witty references to Britishness such as the Crown 
Jewels hidden within the pattern.
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C A R P E T R Y   C O N S O L E

The Carpetry Console is inspired by the use of traditional Persian rugs 
within the British home. The carpet is 100% wool and is woven on 
traditional Wilton looms, a technique dating back to the 17th Century.

The carpet design draws inspiration from Persian nain rugs but uses a 
modern colour palette to introduce a contemporary feel to the design. 
The Persian rug has long been part of the British home so closer 
inspection reveals witty references to Britishness such as the Crown 
Jewels hidden within the pattern.
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C A R P E T R Y   C H A I S E

Like a rug frozen in the act of being shaken, Carpetry Chaise Longue 
is a sculptural piece of furniture lined with a bespoke wool carpet 
which implies movement while offering a stationary place to recline.

The carpet design draws inspiration from Persian nain rugs but uses a 
modern colour palette to introduce a contemporary feel to the design. 
The Persian rug has long been part of the British home so closer 
inspection reveals witty references to Britishness such as the Crown 
Jewels hidden within the pattern.
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A C C E S S O R I E S
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P O D I U M

Podium is a collection of vases, which play with the sculptural quality 
of balance. Combining solid marble with transparent glass, they 
continue Lee Broom’s fascination with bringing together opposing 
materials to create playful yet elegant pieces. Each of the three glass 
vessel shapes, globe, bowl and cylinder, is interchangeable between 
the round Carrara marble and square Nero Marquina marble bases, 
allowing the components to be selected in any combination desired.
 
Podium creates an impact whether filled with displays of flowers or left 
empty as a decorative element of beautiful materiality.
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F U L C R U M

A play on the concept of pivots and supports, Fulcrum is a sculptural 
and monolithic candlestick whose cylindrical stem appears to balance 
on a central sphere. Crafted from solid optical crystal, colour from the 
base refracts through each piece creating varying effects when viewed 
from different angle, whilst a clear version allows the surface it is placed 
on to influence the effect. Additional versions reimagine the form in 
solid Carrara marble and Nero Marquina marble.
 
The small Fulcrum is 30cm tall and the large 40cm.
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O N   T H E   R O C K

On The Rock combines delicate lead crystal with solid Carrara marble 
to form a glassware collection for the modern table. Elegant lead crystal 
vessels are fused to the marble bases creating a champagne coupe, wine 
glass and martini glass of contrasting but complementary materials.
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H A L F   C U T

Half Cut cleverly repurposes crystal decanter stoppers as the bases of 
a stunning collection of champagne coupes and wine glasses. Lead 
crystal vessels are mounted on four distinctive, hand cut stopper 
designs to allow the option of matching or mixed sets.
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P R O D U C T   D E T A I L S
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P H O T O G R A P H Y

Arthur Woodcroft   Marcus Peel   Luke Hayes   Lee Broom



S T O R E
 Electra House, 95 Rivington Street, London, EC2A 3AY

S T U D I O
Electra House, 93 Rivington Street, London, EC2A 3AY

F A C T O R Y
Unit 8, Bow Exchange, 5 Yeo Street, London, E3 3QP

C O N T A C T
+ 44 (0)20 7820 0742  info@leebroom.com
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P H O T O G R A P H Y
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